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Statement of the Problem

Research indicates that teaching patterns in elementary
science are inconsistent and generally unsatisfactory.

It is

possible that deficiencies in college preparation are a factor

in the apparently poor state of the nation's elementary
science programs.

In addition, there are indications that

teachers may avoid science because they lack confidence in

their knowledge and do not feel a strong need to give science
the same prio.rities as basic skills subjects.
The purpose of this project was to determine if there is

a correlation between elementary teacher college preparation
in science, practical experience, and/or special interests in
science related topics and the number of minutes teachers
spend teaching science in their classrooms.

Pro cedure

A questionnaire was circulated among 106 intermediate
grade elementary teachers to collect data about teacher

professional science preparation, practical science experience,

interests in science related areas, and minutes per week spent
teaching science.

Eighty-nine teachers provided usable

responses and the data was subjected to statistical test for

significance by Chi-Square procedures.

Results

The statistical analysis of the data showed a statist

ically significant relationship at the .01 level of confidence
between the time devoted to science and the amount of prof

essional preparation, special science interests, and/or non
professional experiences involving science.

Conclusions and Implications

The study indicates that teachers who have strong
professional science backgrounds or who exhibit interests in
science related activities, tend to teach more minutes of

science- per week than their counterparts who do not.

This

-does tot correlate necessarily with teacher effectiveness or
studehtlaohieve^^^^^

the nation's elementary science

programs are the subject of frequent unfavorable coraraents in
critiques ibf education in-America.

State certification agencies may have to.re-examine
thein^

for. awa.rding teacher certificates.

More science

may be needed.
teacher, education institutions could increase their
standards to ensure that teacher candidates enter the ranks

of teaGhers with full confidence to teach all subjects^
. .. Administrators need to make sure that science programs

are fully supported with clear guidance as x^ell as with
materials.

Boards of education and school administration

should expect the same high standards of excellence in
science as they do in basic skills areas.

TeachervS can use the results of this study to become

fully aware that vast differences exist in science teaching
patterns within school districts, and even within schools®
Each teacher should be aware of his or her individual

strengths and weaknesses and must take the necessary measures
to make sure that elementary school children are not deprived

of any part of the education they are entitled to.
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INTRODUCTION

Public educa'tion has always been a subject (^f major
concern for American society.

Recently, test scores across a

broad range of academic subjects have been steadily declining
and Scholastic Achievement Test results of high school seniors,

a predictor of academic success in college, are significantly
lower than those of a generation ago.

Media attention has

generated intense interest in discovering the causes for the
apparent decline in the quality of American education.

Studi.es

and reports from various governmental and academic sources
seem to reach some common conclusions; that American students

are less skilled than their foreign counterparts in their

ability to communicate, effectively, to understand what they
read, and to employ mathematics and scientific processes.
Various reasons for the generaltdecline have been listed

in the conclusions, and findings of the reports.

These range

from lack of financial support to education, to problems with

the family, and failure by public education to maintain high '
standards.

One inference seems to be common throughout all

the opinions and study results.

Teachers seem to lack the

quality and preparedness of those of earlier times.

In fact,

most of the remedies espoused in public contain recommendations

of higher pay and stricter professional standards to attract
higher quality people to become teachers.

One area that has received a great deal of attention in
criticisms of education is the steady decline of science

emphasis in schools.

When the Soviet Union launched Sputnik

1

2

in 1957, America was jolted into the realization that someone

else, our potential enemy, no less, had overtaken her in space

technology.

It was also clear that other areas of scientific

leadership might be in jeopardy.

This created a sense of

urgency that, a renewed commitment to academic excellence was
in order.

Science training became a high priority item, and a

high level of government support went into development of
packaged training to'assist teachers in upgrading the quali.ty
of science education, • There were three prominent programs
that evolved from

this era.

"The Elementary Science Study" (ESS) emphasized a study
of the relationships between man and his physical and biolog
ical environments.

The authors felt that the most productive

means for children to, develop useful concepts of science as

well,.as cognitive skills,, was through free,expe'riences with

highly motivating science, materials.

Also, they believed that

science concepts; and cognitive skills should develop con

currently.

As children interact with,instructional materials,

they acquire the strategies for handling observations as well
.

.

.

1

as forming science concepts based on these experiences.
The American Association for the Advancement of Science

project called "Science - A Process Approach" (SAPA) was a
total program., structured and sequential.

This program, was

2

organized around process skills.

^Gene D.' Shepherd and William B. Ragen., Modern Elementary
Curriculum (New York:

^I;bid.

Holt Rinehard, and,Winston, 1982/, p. 336,

3

A third program, the "Science Curriculum Improvement

Study" (SCIS), was also a total program, but less structured
than SAPA and emphasized both process and content.

It was

designed to provide a sequential, articulated program of

elementary science.

Instruction was designed to reach

students at their level of development and help them to

acquire the concepts of science as seen by scientists.

The

instructional strategy consisted of providing laboratory
experiences and allowing children to explore natural phenomena

on their own.

But instead of leaving them to their own

devices, where erroneous ideas, could emerge., children were

guided toward, the. acquisition, of certain concepts.

The

teacher provided.ideas, to help . ahildren organize and under

stand their exp..eri:en..ces. an.d. then offered opportunities to
apply these concepts in new contexts.. so that children could
discover relationships-and..broaden their experiences.

The three programs described,above.,: as well as others,
seemed to be moving science education in the right direction.
What happened, then, to cause the alarming report "Our Nation
is at Risk" because of education failures in reading,
communication skills, mathematics, and science?
The root of the failure seems to lie elsenhere rather

than in the post-Sputnik developed programs.

These programs

have received almost universal praise, but the foundations for

implem.entation.iwere weak.

The programs, were developed in

3

Paul D. Hurd and James J. Gallagher, New Directions in
Elementary Science Teaching (Belmont, California: Wadsworth

Publishing Company, Inc., 1969), p. 101.

K

modular form, so that teachers could have the necessary
materials and instructions conveniently at hand.

Unfortun

ately, the materials proved to be costly, and often, as the
original supplies were exhausted, they were not replaced.

Many school districts did not purchase these programs at all

because of the costs.^
In addition to the high cost of science materials, the

teaching of science .has remained at low priority at some

schools and school districts for other reasons.

Many school

districts, in response to pressures, brought by low scores on
standardized tests in reading, language, and mathematics,, have

instituted "back to basics" education..

These programs seem to

emphasize the teaching of so called "basic skills" and place
low-.priorities on science, social studies, health, and art.

Principals feel the pressures of the need.to improve "basic

skill" areas because test results are^published by local- media,
and their schools are compared, with othe.r.s.

Therefore, many

do not convey to the teachers they supervise their concern for

solid programs in other areas.

Elementary teachers, in general,

are not well prepared to teach science, and since little empha.

sis is p3.aced on it by school boards and administration, they
have -done little ^to improve their skills in this area.

The elementary teacher has a great deal of freedom in
deciding what to teach and how to teach it.

While instruction

must generally.follow certain guidelines or frameworks.

^Marjorie Gardner, "10 Trends in Science Education,"
The Science Teacher l6 (January 1 979): 30-32.

5
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teachers are not usually closely supervised in their day to
day practices.

Research has revealed great discrepancies in

the amount of science instruction elementary children receive

and the degree of effectiveness in its presentation.

In fact,

in reviewing three studies in. 1979, DeRose, Lockard, and Paldy
found that "fewer' than half of the nation's elemen.tary school .

children are likely to have even a single year in which their

teachers, will give science, a significant share of the curri
5

culum, and do a good job of teaching it."

There seems, to be. a problem then, , that rests with the

elementary teacher.

There are innuendos that elementary

teachers are not dra.wn from the. highest strata of university
students for various reasons,: including pay and prestige.
There are also those who point out that teacher preparation

does not inGlude strong emphasis, on science, or the scientific

thinking proe.esses... Tt is;'against this background that a mbre
closely defined problem begins to come into focus.

Among

other things, is lack of science background among elementary
teachers a. major factor in the. apparent inconsistency of

teaching patterns in elementary science?

How important is it ;

that elementary.. teachers ,■ be conversant in the terminology and

processes of soience?

Are. teachers who have received training

in science more likely to teach science, than those who have not?
This study will attempt to find if there is a relationship
between teacher ba.ckground concerning science in terms of

^Judy R., Franz, and Larry G. Enochs, . "Elementary School
Science:

State Certification.. Requir.em..ents in Science and their

Implications," Scienc.e..;Educa11on 66 (April 1982): 287-292 .

college courses taken, practical experience in science
related field, or a special interest in science and how

much science is taught in the elementary classroom.

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

There has been a great deal of research done recently in
the area of elementary science education and many problems
have been identified.

They range across a broad spectrum,

but one element seems to be present in almost every research

article.

It is extremely rare to find a consistently good

science program in any school, or for that matter, in any
district.

Three studies were commonly referenced in the

literature reviewed by this writer.

These studies, (Fitch

and Fisher, 1979), (Stake and Easley, 1978), and (Weiss, 1978)
attributed the dearth of science in,the elementary school to

poor teacher preparation.

According to these authors, teachers

do not feel adequately prepared to. teach science and do not .
feel comfortable with it..

In the Weiss survey, less than one

quarter, of the elementary teachers felt "very well qualified"

to teach science, whilB- in other subjects. such as reading, 63^.
felt they were "very well qualified."

Stake and Eaplsy found

that the teaching of science had.very low priority in most of

the elementary schools they visited and reported that teachers
were not confident about their knowledge of science, in

particular, their understanding of science concepts.^
The review of the literature resulted in narrowing thp

teacher portion of the problem into, three categories.

There

appears,to be a lack of administrative support for the teach

ing of elementary science.

^Ibid.

There is insufficient teacher

preparation both in pre-service.programs and lack of incentives
to upgrad.e skills once established in tho classroom#

The

third category is a general lack of facilities for science in
the elementary schools and an unwillingness to budget funds
for necessary materials and equipment.
The lack of adrainistrati'^'-e support for science in elem

entary schools is obvious when surveys show that instruction
in science has almost ceased, usually amounting to ;no more

than a few minutes each week of reading from, textbooks.

Principals tend to accept this minimum effort due* to their
.

perceived need to focus on reading, language

7

and mathematics.

Anothsh aspect of the problem, seems to. be that principals often
do not see themselves as qualified to provide leadership.for

dynamic^and innovative science programs.

The 1980 National

Science Foundation Survey showed that principals usually settle

for superficial sc'ence arranged according to. textbook .ehapters
because they do not feel.,, well, qualified to implement and

supervise science programs which inclnded. demonstrations or
.

. . 8

experxments.

Teacher preparation, or lack of it, has received by far
the most attention in. the, literature.

While this problem

appears to be the most severe, there are questions about the
need for teachers to have extensive training in science.

The

main problem appears to boil down to how teachers perceive

'^Warren T. Greenleaf, "Uncle Sam Wants You: New Federal
Science Improvement Program Aims to Recruit Principals,"
Principal 62 (September 1982): 18-21.

^Kenneth R. Mechling and Donna L. Oliver, "The 4-th p.
Science - Stepchild of the. Elementary Gurrlculum,," Principal 62
(November 1 982): 28.

9

tfeemselves a& being able to present .scienee effectiYely.
A survey of a random sample of elementary teachers in.
Kansas showed data that.was consistent with earlier studies,

by Stake and Easley, 1978, and, Weiss, 1978.

The problems in

elementary science as perceived by teachers were lack of
teacher planning, time', teacher-.s inadequately prepared, not

enough time for science, belief that science is less important
than other subjects,.and lack of

9

teacher interest,

Another survey which looked at a sample of science

.

education in Illinois schools wa 3 consistent with the,.study

outlined above.

Teachers listed the inadequate preparation of

teachers, lack of physical facilities, and lack of materials

as obstacles to teaching science.""^
An interesting feature of all the surveys listing the

problems in teaching science was that lack of student interest
was not mentioned; but instead, instructional problems rested
with the teacher and the adequac y of the teacher's.background. ,
The several articles which focused on teacher preparation

confirmed that science has low p riority in elementary schools,
Student teachers in four states were surveyed after completing

their student teaching aasignmer ts.

Over 80^ taught science,

to some extent, in their clas.sro cms, but 19^ did not.
that did teach science, over

Of those

. taught it af ter 1 :30 P.M. and

'Jerry G. Horn and Robert K. James, "Where are We in
Elementary Scien ce Edu cation?" School Science and. Mathematics
82 (March 1981 ): 205-21/1.

''^Thomas Fitch and Robert Fisher, "Survey of Science
Edu cation in a Sample o.f Illinois Schools:

Grades K-6 (1975

1976)," Science Education 63 (July 1979): A06-/+1 6.

,

M0-, .

over 491 taught Bcience less than two days per week.

The

reasons for not teaching science included, not enough time,
science is not an important subject^ and science is taught
later.

Other reasons were that the school was involved with

team teaching, science was not scheduled, and there were no
materials available.

Seventy percent of the student teachers

reported that science was being taught before their experience
"began, and 30% said that it was not..
Another aspect of problems in elementary teacher prep
aration was articulated in.an article on Science :Freparation

of the; Elementa-ry Teachers at Indiana University.

While

Indiana. University reqivired elem en'ta-ry teacher candidates to
take science cOurses5. there vxere problems in relating the
content of these courses to the elementary curriculum. -The
courses did not result.in the students being able to perform

the scientific process skills necessary for understanding and

teaching sei.ence.

Also

most of the. students do not under

stand, or they think they do not understand, the science

content in existing,^elementary.curriculum.

The tea Cher

candidates cannot relate the science being learned to science

lessons they may use as elem entary teachers.

The authors

proposed a remedy whereby candidates would take a course in
basic scien ce skills, and then take three courses, one each

in biological science, physical science, and earth science.

Harry F. Fulton and Richard W. Gates, "An Analysis of

the Teaching of Science at this Point in Time: 1978-79>
School Science and Mathematics 80 (December 198Q): 69-1- /U^.

The latter three courses would be taken concurrently with
methods courses to associate, the concepts closely with the
eleraentary curriculum.

They .recommended that the science

.

content. be included in . these courses, that should -prepare the

student to teach science according to_the existing elementary
curriculum, take advantage.of local settings ,rich in science,
12

and to discuss the science :P;res:.ente.d daily in local media., . ,
While, the literature appears to be in general agreement
that ele,mentary teachers are not usually well endowed with. .
strong science preparation, a look at state certification
requirenients may p:rQ,.vide, the .mast,
■
important reason , they ; are
not.

There are only e2.even states that require more than six

semester credit hours in

science for certification

(California is among these states.)

to teach.

Seventeen states require

greater than zero, but less, than or equal to six semester
credit hourS" for certification.

And shockingly, twenty-two

states require no science, training at all to receive certifi
cation to teach in elementary schools.
Another approach to overcome lack of teacher preparation

in the teaching o.f science, is to emp.loy a teacher on special
assignment.

One study cited a 1978 survey in Oregon where it

was reported that 50% of the teachers devoted less than six

12

Hans,0. Anderson;and Dorothy Sabel, "Science Preparation
of the Elementary Teacher at Indiana Unive.rsity,". School Science

and Mathematics 81 (January 1981): 61-69.
Franz and Enochs, "Elementary School Science: State
Certification Requirements in Science and their Implications,"
p. 287-292.\
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minutes per day to science and 83^ less than one hour per week.
The thrust of this program is for the teacher on special assign
ment to provide assistance to the classroom teachers and a

version of a continuing inservice training. .

The author feels

that teachers would be more comfortable working vj-ith a "peer"
expert in science because teachers tend to be awed, threatened,

and generally feel inadequate.when faced with a "supervisor's"
■

\L

science skill and knowledge.,

The National Science Board's report on Education in Science

and Technology also stated that "many of the teachers in
elementa ry schools are not qua'lified to . teach wathe.ma t^^^
science for even thirty minutes a day."

The report recommended

that teachers have a strong background in liberal arts and
college training in Limathem.ati.cs, biological and physical sciences.
They also called for a limited number, of effective education

courses and practical teaching experience under a qualified 
teacher.

The third major problem impacting on science in the
elementary school is a lack of materials and funds to implement
hands-on, activity based programs.

The post-Sputnik emphasis on science produced some
promising curriculum trends.

The modular approaches to

'Donald A. Sanders and Judith A. Sanders, " A Plan for

Increasing Teaching Time in Elementary School. Science Utilizing
a Teacher on Special Assignment,:" School Science and Mathe
matics 82 (March 1982): 235-24.6.
■
15

■

■

K. McDonald, "Science Panel Urges Em.phasis on Teacher
Training," Chronicle of Higher Education 27 (September 21,

1983): 1. .

^

„
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science in. the elementary schools represented by SCIS, SAPA,
and ESS seemed to offer the flexibility necessary to meet the

widely varying needs of individual students, teachers, and

school systems.

Unfortunately, these programs proved to be

expensive and less than 15^ of the school districts purchased
them.

The economic realities of education today have prevented
16

the production and dissemination of the necessary materials.
There are many references throughout the literature by
teachers that they do not teach science because there are no
facilities or materials.

Administrators do not deny this and

tend to shrug off the problem as. being beyond their scope to
solve.

The costs of providing good facilities and supplies, ^

when balanced against other .priorities,, seem to keep science
in the textbook and at the.- mercy of the imagination, or lack
thereof, of individual classroom teachers.

.

: Generally Ihen, the .review of research of pro.blems in

elemsntary science seems to place a major share of responsi
bili.ty with the teacher.

This may be unfair.

Teachers are

being expectedto do something they are not trained for,

;

and apparently are not being supported administratively or
with proper facilities■and materials.

But does teacher

training and prepartion make all that much difference at the

elementary level?

1A

A Summary of Research in Science Education

Robert G. Shrigley, . "Persuade, Mandate, and Reward: A
Paradigm for Changing the. Science Attitudes and Behaviors of
Teachers," School Science, and... Mathematics 83 (March 1983):
201-215.

H

1979» by Butts, indicates some conflicting conclusions.

Fitch

and Fisher found that teachers, and administrators believed

that lack of science knowledge by the teacher, was the greatest
obstacle to science instruction at, the elementary level.

Simpson reported that a teacher's knowledge was directly
related to pupil desire and ability to learn.

Brummett's

conclusion was that teacher understanding of the science
content of a lesson and attitude toward that content were

significantly related to pupil achievement and attitude.

However, Hough found no relationship between what teachers

knew and the achievement of their pupils. ,Thoman found no

relationship between the general, science knowledge of fifth-

grade; teachers and the ,s„Gi,'en,ce gains by their pupils.'''^
It would seem that teachers should not be able to teach

something that they do not know, well

'There 'i,s evidence,

however, that students can learn equally well, regardless of
the professional preparation of the teacher.

Further

investigation of these conflicting conclusions is in order.

"17

.

David P. Butts, "A Summary of Research in Science

Education 1979," Science Education ,65 (September 1981 ): 17-25.
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STATEMENT OF THE HYPOTHESIS

The Problem

Research has shown that teaching patterns in elementary

science are inconsistent and generally unsatisfactory.

Are

deficiencies in college preparation for elementary teachers
a factor in. this problem?

Since, within limits, elementary

teachers are free to choose their own curriculum, are those

with stronger science backgrounds, or those who have developed
interests in science likely to teach more minutes of science?
The Hypothesis

There will be no. statistically significant relationship
at the .05 level of confidence between time devoted to, science

and amount of professional sbience preparation by the teacher,
special seience interests,.. or non-professional experiences
which involve science.

Definition of Key Terms

ProfesslQna..l - Science Preparation:

Teachers were classified

according to college courses in science.

assigned as follows:

Four categories were

0-2, 3-4-» 5 or more, and those holding

a bachelor..'s of seience degree.

Special Interests, in .Science:

Teachers,were considered to

have had special interests in science if they were subscribers
to science oriented materials, belonged to the National Science
Teachers Association, or other organizations which promote
science or science teaching, or read journals or articles
concerning science.

15
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Non-Professional Experiences

Teachers were considered to

have had non-professional experiences in science if they had
been employed at some time in a scientifically oriented
endeavor, such as a laboratory technician, geology helper,
or weather observer.

Hobbies, such as ornithology, rock

collecting, or taxidermy also qualified some teachers as
having non-professional experience in science.
TBI:

Abbreviation for teacher background and interests.

DESIGN AND PROCEDURES
\

Design

The study was an effort to discover if there is a

statisti'^ally significant relationship at the .05 level of
confidence, between classrooin tinie spent teaching science and
the extent of professional science preparation, practical

science experience, or special interests in science by teachers.

The population was limited to intermediate elementary teachers,
fourth through sixth grades, in the Fontana Unified School
District.

The sample consisted,of 89 of the 106 teachers who

responded to the.request to complete a questionnaire.

Two

others responded, but their questionnaires were not fully
completed and. were unusable*

The, design was a post-hoc study

of teachdr backgrounds, and prac^
involved.

treatment was , 

-

■

,

Procedures

A questionnaire was developed to collect the data from
teachers about their back,ground& and interests and how many

minutes of science they teach in an average week.

The

questionnaire was evaluated for validity by five experts in
the field of science education.

Four of the five, after

recommended changes were incorporated, verified the validity
of the questionnaire. The fifth response was not usable
because the validity comments were not related to the
questionnaire.

17
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.

After receiving approval to circulate, the questionnaire
from the Director, Elementary Education, Fontana Unified

School District,.106 questionnaires were delivered to.thq
intermediate teachers at thirteen elementary schools.

,

Responses were,made anonymously, placed in a stamped

envelope addressed to the writer of this project'and mailed.
Of the 106 questionnaires distributed, 91 were returned.

Two

were uhusable becaus'e the teachers , did not include., answers to

the question concerning minu.tes of science taught pei week,.
The questionnaires were, evaluated and .assigned a .point
value according to responses made .to questions cOncerh.ing
professional preparation, science interests, and non-prof
essional science related experience.

In addition, teachers

were asked to state how many minutes of science" they teach
per week.

The data-were Organized into a contingency table and

subjected to statistical analysis by complex Chi-Square.
Dhi-Square was used because the .data to be analyzed .was. in

frequency form. ^ The independent variable was the backgrounds
, and interests of teachers, and,the dependent variable was the

amount of time spent teaching science.

'

[

'

The contingency table was construehed .acco.rding to the.,

following rationale. . Teachers, were, cat.egori:z.ed. as haying a ,
low,: medium, or high level,of background and/or inierest, in
scionce by their responses to items on the questionnnine.

The nesponse choices on the questionnaire, were graded on a
Likert; scale and possible scores could .range from, ;O io;m

..

than 20.

Those, scoring 2 points or less, were placed in the

low category,, ^ to 5 points was medium, and those with 6 or
more points were considered.high.:

See Appendix A for a sample

questionnaire and. scoring, procedures.

The columns of the

table labeled minutes of^ science, taught weekly were developed
according to the writers perception of average time spent on
science in thbse programs generally rated as acceptable in the
articles in, the : re'""iew of the.^'literature.

Seventy minutes,

appeared- to be a, mid-point, therefore, the . com.plex Chi-Square, ^
was organized to., use A5 minute time, blocks as dividing-points.
The seventy minutes falls approximately in the middle of the
tiffie columns. ; The results of the statistical analysis is

displayed on the following diagram.

Categories of Responding Teachers

Minutes of Science. Taught Weekly

91 or more
Low ,

T

g

■.

I- ■ ■

,

10

Medium

.

4-6 to 90
9

-; ■ ■

A-d or less
12

: 19'

,8

12

1

-v.

;

" High

X

= 13.965

:i2

G = .368

P< .01

■

20

■

Results

The null hypothesis is rejected because the analysis of
the data by complex Ghi-Square shows a statistically signifi
cant relationship at the .01 level of confidence between the
time devoted to science and the amount of professional prep

aration, special science interests, and/or non-professional
experiences involving science.

There is. a statistically

significant correlation between teacher background and
interests and minutes taught per week in science as

approxlma.te.ly 1

of the variation in the number of minutes

of science, taught weekly- can be accounted for by the differ
ences in teacher background and interests.
Limitations..

1.

All. teachers did not. respond to the questionnaire-.> 

2. - - There is a tendency for those who teach seian^a^^^^^

regular basis to be more likely than others to; respond to
the questionnaire, there.fo.re some sampling bias exists.
3.

This study is limited to amount of time Spent teaching
science, and does not address teaching effectiveness or

I

student achievement.

A-. . The study was confined to grades A-6, in the Fontana
Unified School District.

5.

The complex Chi-Square provides only gross indications
of relationships and does not allow for regression

analysis to determine finite predictive values.

CONCLUSION

Analysis of the data collected by questionnaire from
89 of 106 teachers indicates that teachers who possess strong

science backgrounds or who exhibit interests in science related
activities, organizations, or topics, tend to teach more
minutes of science per week than their counterparts who do not

possess the same attributes.

This does not imply that

instruction from thqse teachers is more effective than that
of other teachers or that their students learn more.

However, there is a positive correlation between background
and interests and tendency to teach science.

This conclusion

has strong implications when viewed in the light that
elementary science is one of the weakest areas in many of
the critiques of American education.
; Educational . ImpMcations
'While::-^

in Fon tana are

teaching science at satisfactory rates,. there is strong
evidence that teachers who received more than the minimum

science training or who have, for one reason or another,
developed special interests in science are likely to spend

more time teaching science than their counterparts who have
not.

-This evidence has implications for state teacher

certification agencies, for institutions responsible for

training teachers, administrators responsible for implementing
curricular programs and supervising teachers, and for
(

teachers who may not be aware that some students are being
short changed in one area of the curriculum.
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,

State certification agencies shbuld re-examine the .
criteria for awarding teaching certificates.

Perhaps more

solid science courses should be required for teacher Candi

da tes .f The literature reviewed for this study clearly shows

that an important reason that teachers do not teach scienpe is
lack of confidence.

People who receive multiple subjects

credentials should be prepared to teach all subj ects with full
confidence.

This should include science, art, music, and

physical education as well as the basic: skills areas of

language, mathematics, and reading.

If the states begin to

"require more e f f e c tive training in all of thes e areas, then
teacher education institutions will rise to the challenge of

proViding the appropfiate training for teacher candidates •,
Administrators, including school boards, could benefit

from examining the evidence presented in this study.

First,

they should examine the support given to teachers in terms of
clear.guidance and material support.

They should ensure that

teachers have a fair opportunity to teach s cien ce and

effective science programs are. recognized and encouraged.

Secondly, administrators could utilize those teachers who

have strong backgrounds or special interes ts to as sib t in
s chool s cienc e proj ects and the development of school programs.
Site administrators' might strengthen the overall effectiveness

of science teaching by displaying more interest- in what is

being taught in s cience and h.ow.r

They should expect the same

excellence in science teaching that they do in the other
areas that may be evaluated by state.or national tests.
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The implications for teachers in. this study lie in
recognizing that there is vast differences in the attention
paid to science by various teachers., even within a small
district, or a school.

Each teacher has weaknesses and

strengths and these are reflected with individual instruction

al programs.

Teachers should be aware of the possibility

that children could be short-changed in a very important area
of their eTeraentary education if teachers do not make an
effort to present the entire curriculu.m, with enthusiasm and
ca'^e.

Further.Research Potential

A more detailed study, might.^funther refine what back

grounds and: ihterests m;ig.^^h
science... instruction.

that:,l.ead. to more and better. 3

"^ore Sophisti.cated data collecting:

procedures would increase its validity and redu.ce the amount
of bias present in the sti

Appendix A■ ■

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE AND LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

.

3997 Mountain Avenue
Sail Bernardino, OA 92/^.04.

May 15, 198/i
Intermediate Grade Teacher

Fontana Unified School District

Fontana, OA 92335
Dear

Teacher:

I need your help! I am a sixth grade teacher at RandallPepper Elementary School in Fontana and am finishing the

Masters of Arts, Elementary Education Option at California i
state College, San Bernardino. My project is a broad review
of elementary science .teaching and requires obtaining some
data from teachers. I have received permission from the
Director, Elementary Education to circulate a short '
questionnaire v/hich will provide the information I,need.

The project has no evaluative features. The information
you provide will not be used to draw any conclusions about the
schools in Fontana, teacher effectiveness, or student achieve

ment.
Your individual responses will be anonymous and there
will be no attempt to report information by school or by
grade level.

For the information to be generated by this questionnaire
to be considered unbiased and representative of a large
cross-section of teachers, it is essential that a high

percentage of teachers respond. I have placed a list in
your teachers' lounge of those whom I have requested to
participate. Please check yDur name when you have mailed
your response. In this way, I can follow up to account for
the rate of return which must be achieved in order for the

college to accept my project as valid.
Since this is the final portion of my program, a prompt
response will enable me to complete the project in June.
Therefore, I will be deeply grateful if you will mark your
responses and seal it in the addressed envelope and mail it
today.

Thank you very much for your consideration.
Yours truly.

Larry E. Johnson
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My colleee background in the sciences (biological, physical
or earth/ was:

(Do not include mathematics)

a.

0 - 2 courses.

b.

3 - 4- courses.

c.

5 or more courses.

d.

I have a bachelor's degree in science.

(

I engage in hobbies,v;hich are associated with science.
(Examples: Ornithology, hiking if associated with biology
or other science interest, taxidermy, building and flying

model airplanes.)

3.

a.

Seldom to never.

If you do, please list them.

b.

Occasionally

' -V' - " " -

c.

Frequently.

4.

, .

^

■

. ■" ;. ^

. .

' ■

I am a member of a group or club which has a science related

orientation.
'

■_

a.

No

b.

Yes

(Example:

Sierra Club)

Organization (s)

^

'

I belong to a professional association which promotes science

and science teaching.

(Example:

National Science Teachers

Association)
a.

No

b.

Yes

Association(s)

I subscribe to journals or magazines which have science or
science teaching as a primary focus.
a.

No

b.

Yes

Name of publication (s)

I read journals or magazines which have science or science
teaching;as a primary focus.
a.

Seldom

to never.

b.

Occasionally

c. Frequently

7.

Outside my teaching experience, 1 have been employed in a
job which required some knowledge of a scientific nature.
(Examples: ra edical "technician, electronics techician,
geology helper)

8.

a.

Never

b.

Less than one year.

c.

More than one year.

How effective was your college teacher training program in

preparing teacher candidates to teach elementary science?

9.

a.

Poor

b.

Fair

c.

Good

d.

Excellent

I use a. science textbook in the presentation of science
lessons:
a.

Never

b.

Occasionally

,ic;. """Most of the time.

/ " -,d;.iiiAiwayS";
10.

Materials for science observations and experiments are:

11.

1 ,2.

a.

Not available from school sources.

b.

Available if requested.

c.

Readily available at the school site.

If I had a choice of which subjects to teach:
that apply)

.

^

" (1

(circle all

a.

I would choose health, nutrition, human body, etc.

b.

I would choose biology: plants and animals.

c.

I would choose earth sciences such as geology.

d.

I w;ould choose chemistry, physics, electricity, etc.

e.

I would not choose any of the. science areas.

On average, I teach science

periods are

times per week, and the

minutes each.
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SCORING KEY FOR QUESTIONNAIRE,

Question 1.

a = 0
b = 1

0 = 2

d = 3

Question 2.

a = 0
b = 1

c = 2

Question 3.

a = 0

b = 1 for each group or club.
Question ,4-.

a = 0
b = 1 for each association.

Question ■3. ; a^^

0,

b = 1 for each: Jidurnal. or magazine,
Question

a .==; O- : -;

-I 

■

. .rQv; •

c' = 2' .
Question 7.

;

a =0

^

b =: 1
c

=

2

.

Questions 8, 9, and 10 were not scored, but were used for
general information.

Question 11.

One point was counted for each a,b,c, or d.

Question 12.

Raw frequency data was placed on the GhiSquare contingency table.
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, Appendix B

VALIDITY.QUESTIONNAIRE AND LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
3997 Mountain Avenue

San Bernardino, OA 924-04.

April 18, 1987^
Dr. Richard W. Griffiths
School of Education

California State College, San Bernardino
San Bernardino, CA 924.07
Dear Dr. Griffiths:.

, I am a candidate for a Master's of Arts degree in
Elementary Education at California State College, San
Bernardino. I am engaged in a research project to examine
whether or not teacher back-ground and interests in science
influence the amount of time spent teaching science in the
elementary classroom.

In researching the problem, I have found no instrument
which has been tested for validity to elicit the data I need
from teachers in order to perform the appropriate-,statistical
tests. ..Therefore, I have developed the attached questiohnaire
which hopefully will establish the exteht of college prep
aration of teachers, and identify those with special interests
or backgrounds.

As an expert in the field of scieh
education, your
opinion concerning the validity of this questionnaire will

be- greatly appreciated.

Please make suggestions as, you

deem appropriate On the questionnaire itself.
please complete thevalidity appraisal.

In addition,'

Thank you very much for your consideration in responding
to this request.

A self addressed envelope is enclosed to

expedite receipt of your comments.
Yours truly,

1

Larry E. Johnson

Appraisal of Validity

The objective of the questionnaire is to gather information
sufficient to allow categorization of teachers according to these
criteria:

a. Teachers with only minimum college preparation and
no special background or interests in science.
b.

Teachers with slightly more than minimum college

preparation, 3 or 4- courses, and/or moderate interest in
science.

c.

Teachers with considerably more than minimum college

preparation, 5 or more courses-, and/or a high interest in
science related topics.

Directions;

Please indicate whether or not you believe the

questionnaire will, provide the data as described in the
objective. lour comments are greatly appreciated.

1.

The questionnaire will provide the data required to
determine the extent of college science preparation
a.

2.

les

b.

No

Suggested, changes.

The qdestionnsire-has a.su£ficl,e^

- -■

of. questions to

allow categorizing teachers according to the stated
objective.

a.

3.

Yes

b.

No

Suggested changes

The questionnaire will allow determination of the time
a.

Yes. b.

No

Suggested changes.

The questionnaire is slearly written,
a.

5,.

.

:

•spent teaching science.

4-.

■

Yes

b.

-No

Suggested changes.

The directions are clear.

a.

Yes

b.

No

Suggested changes.

2:9
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V

XETTER,"REQUESTING RERMISSIQN TG; CIRCULATE: QUESTIONMIRE

. ;

3997 Mountain Ayenue
San Bernardino, CA 924.04.
23. April 1984
■

Mr.. Earl; S. Davis

Director, Elementary Edu.catidn
Fontana Unified School District

. .

9680 Citrus Avenue

Fontana, CA 92335

yV ^

^ ^

^

Dear Mr. Davisv:

: I
candidate for a Maslers of Arts de-gree in
Elementary Education at California State College,* .San
.
Bernardino. My Masters project is an examination of
whether or not teacher background and interests influence
the amount of time spent teaching science in the elementary
classroom. The study does not address teacher competence,
-student achievement, or school policies.
In order to gather the data I need from teachers to
perform the appropriate statistical tests, I iiave developed
" short questionnaire which is aimed at the extent of college
preparation, interests in science, and finding the number of
minutea per week spent teaching science by intermediate

elementary teachers.

The purpose of my study is to :find if

there is a correlation between these factors.

I request permission to circulate the questionnaire
to ail intermediate teachers in the Fontana Unified School
District. They will be printed and dispatched at my expense
and.the respondents will remain anonymous. The study will
draw no conclusions concerning the effectiveness of the
science, instr^

in Fontana, but will remain

limited,to any relationship between the backgrounds of
tea.Ghers and the time spent teaching science. The quest- 

ionnaire will be returned to me by a self-addressed stamped
envelope by mail, thus not engaging the district distribution
system.

Your' approval of this request will be greatly appreciated.

■

. ' ' ;-Y

;'3 - 'ri,-;;' . . .;3,;'v ■ .-■■
3 3ta
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